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DOWN
the scientific name of this cactus is opuntia
1.
a handheld instrument used for viewing
2.
distant objects
the industry that helps us travel and experience
3.
new things
a large area dominated by trees
4.
the activity of catching a fish
5.
a colossal statue in New York City
7.
11. a medium-sized North American cat
15. an activity involving navigating an inflatable tube
through rough water
17. an American abolitionist who made rescue missions
using the Underground Railroad
19. a very large, furry mammal that sleeps all winter
23. an island off the San Francisco Bay that used to be
a prison
24. a large fish-eating wading bird with long legs and a
S-shaped neck
25. an activity done for enjoyment
28. a type of National Park Service employee
ACROSS
6. a snow activity that involves two poles
9. an exciting activity or experience
10. a major mountain system in the western U.S. that is
also known as t he Rockies
12. the science of maintaining, protecting, or keeping
something in existence
13. a mark made on a tree to show a trail pathway
14. observation of birds
16. a stainless-steel monument in St. Louis
18. to find or learn about something new
20. the largest lake of the Great Lakes of North America
21. a reptile that swims in the ocean and has a hard shell
22. a hiking trail in the Eastern U.S. that stretches from
Georgia to Maine
26. an iconic granite dome in Yosemite
27. a person who freely offers their time to help
29. a long-distance journey by car

